Our Little Arrows programs unleashes the ARROWS in every little
girl. We prepare
her for a lifetime of knowing who She is and knowing Her value
in the world.
Armor of Protection
Responsibility
Respect of Self
Own Her Behavior
Widens Her World View
Sees Her Success

Little Arrows II Program
This program is the next step in her journey of recognizing that You are Smart, You are Strong,
and You deserve to always be Safe. She also need to understand the value of a diverse
community. In understanding that you can learn from someone who does not look like you or
even comes from your neighborhood will set the stage for the changing demographics we are
already experiencing in the United States, and in our neigborhoods and schools.
In this program, we will continue to emphasize the Smart, Strong, and Safe messages we began
in Little Arrows I We will introduce the growth mindset since the girls are now in first grade and
they will be expected to have exponential growth in the subjects of reading, mathematics,
social studies, and science. And, although we know they will thrive in school academically, we
want to serve as a reinforcement of her emotional intelligence skills given the social media
world we now live in. We know that in this world in which social media can be devastating and
sometimes harmful to such young minds, it is critical that our girls at this very young age know
who they are. It is also critical that we continue to teach our young girls how to operate so that
they can always be safe.

Ages 6-7 (First graders)

Maroon Vest (new vest)

Agreement for Little Arrows
There are seven sessions in total. We request that your girl(s) be in attendance at all, however
we will allow her to miss one session. This requirement will ensure the cohesiveness of the
Squad and will also help her flourish in the program.

I_____________________, agree to allow my child ____________________ to participate in
the Little Arrows Squad during the 2020/2021 program year. I will bring her to each event and
have her on time. I agree to bring her with her vest and will attach all earned badges to the
vest as they are earned,
I ____________, agree to allow my child to appear in pictures/videos that will help us promote
the Little Arrows Program.
Anything we should know about your child so that we can serve her better. Allergies, etc.
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Annual Fee: $50 (includes badges & vest)

